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About This Game

Welcome to the Mystical Island of Kaikala, home to the Makoa tribe, and Kirm, a mute boy who has been chosen by the Stars
to become a legend among his peers. But first, Kirm must succeed in a rite of passage to leave his childhood behind that will be

neither ordinary nor easy. It will take all of Kirm's cleverness and bravery—along with a little help from his Power Meerkat,
Mirk, and his Guiding Star, Hoku—to complete his task and master the three paths of Wisdom, Courage, and Spirit.

In this 3-D point & click adventure, explore the vibrant magical island of Kaikala as Kirm undergoes the challenge of his life.
Clever traps and puzzles await in dangerous jungles, caves, a volcano, a mysterious temple, and even an alternate reality! Master

the unique mechanics and obstacles of each path in any order you choose, meet supernatural entities, team up with Mirk, and
endure the endless bad jokes of Hoku as you reach one of six possible endings in this Rite from the Stars.

Features:

An adventure filled with unique challenges, from solving riddles to manipulating ancient machinery to tag-team coconut
dodgeball and more!

Explore the island of Kaikala, from exotic jungles to the mysterious Temple of Yesterday

Complete the three paths of Wisdom, Courage, and Spirit in any order

Bond with your playable Power Meerkat companion, Mirk, and your guiding star, Hoku
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Voiced in the unique Makoan language, created for the game, with English, French, Italian, German, and Spanish
subtitles

More than two hours of original Makoan music featuring the Organum Chorus

Six different possible endings depending on player choices
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Title: A Rite from the Stars
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Risin' Goat
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2018
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I loved this game. So cute and quirky. The art was nice. I wish the story was a little deeper but Im still happy with what I got. I
hope there will be sequels in the future that might be a little deeper and have a little more exploration in them. I feel that a game
about a B&B for the dead could have been a little darker at times, and I would have liked a little more insite to the ghosts.
. Pepper's Puzzles is a very good Picross incarnation, the variety of picross is great, the music is excellent which is something
essential in these type of games and the interface works without being clumsy or unintuitive.

Give it a try! Long live Picross!. Breakout with crazy abstract grafix and a pumping electronic soundtrack.

Dare I say the only decent game to come out of New Zealand?

Australia still wins though, since we sort of kind of made half of L.A. Noire. Its a good game. Very weeb like. Pros: It's a
goddamn Bud Spencer & Terence Hill game, it's brilliant

Cons: It's a goddamn ♥♥♥♥ing Bud Spencer & Terence Hill game, there's no cons. i downloaded the season pass but i cant
play banned footage :( help pls. I liked the premise, and the interface was fine to work through, but the so-called twist in the
case left me with a bad taste in my mouth and while some of the dialogue was genuinely funny, the bulk of it was irritating and
repetitive. This is one of those games that if I could choose a middle option, I'd go with that. As is, choosing Do Not
Recommend because of lacking story mechanics and lacking characters.

In the future I wouldn't mind trying a block of these cases to work through, but only if the characters were given more
distinctive attributes other than "different way of shouting", and if they cut the crap with the "ebil lesbian\/trans scorned lover"
shtick.. Both these stories were a really fun read, one of the best chapters imo. A solid choice if you like fantasy and military
CYOA games.. Extremely disappointing, was expecting a marble blast ultra type game. Could be decent without extremely loose
controls and frame stuttering both in game and when loading. You can't move the camera and this makes it awkward to know
where you're going at some points. Can't move while in the air, losing out on a lot of precision in my opinion. Strange, out of
place, music in main menu, and on the topic of sound, jumping sounds like something out of a powerpoint. Game is marketed as
being beautiful but in reality has extremely simple and dull textures that are dolled up using cheap lighting effects. Can't
navigate the menus with a controller though to be fair it does say that it has only partial controller support. I wanted to complete
the game so I could give a fair review but I just can't bring myself to play it any longer. I could go on listing issues but I'll just
say it was definitely not worth the $2.54 I paid for it.
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Great game. Probably one of the few rare EA games that have a lot of potential. Only thing to note is the atrocious performance.
Make sure your pc is better than average or your gonna be facing the same problem as me, which is 30 to 40 fps on low
settings.. -TL;DR-

This game is one of the most unpolished THINGS I have ever played. It's buggy, it's bare bones, counter intuitive, and above all
else, it's weird, weird, WEIRD. There are a lot of problems, but this is also a really creatively designed game with a lot of likable
aspects to it. I'm a sucker for experimental games like this, so I still recommend it if you're someone like me. Besides, it's Early
Access, and the developer seems to be set on finishing it. Things can only go up from here.
______________________________

-THE REVIEW-

This game is.... weird.... like REALLY weird. This game has this zen like quality to it where you can just look around and
explore... except when you can't, and the enemies all want you dead. The combat is very simple, and straight to the point...
except when it's not, and you end up taking hits more often because you ended up dashing into an enemy, or you pulled it
towards you and you can't dodge. The exploration can be really fun and rewarding, with a LOT of interesting places to
explore.... EXCEPT WHEN IT'S NOT, and you find yourself in platforming sections on par with a f***ing Mario Kaizo Rom
Hack!

Which by the way, if you find yourself making it to where you have to platform UPWARD from platforms directly above you
with only one square to fit in, and your character is just small enough to fit in there if you have no downward momentum, no
Corpse King. That is legitimately bad level design. Go back and try again, that is s*** design, just don't do that.

I bought this game after the Combat Overhaul, so I have no idea what combat was like compared to now, but considering how
counter intuitive the combat is NOW, and judging by reading the change logs, I can only imagine just how truly bad it used to
be. I guess being kinda sh***y isn't as bad as being totally sh***y.

Also, I realized that I ragged on exploration twice in this review, but that's for a good reason. One of the big selling points in this
game, is that this dungeon is supposed to be a living, breathing ecosystem. There are a lot of games that pull this off very well.
Monster Hunter World, for example, allows you to just explore its environments and take in the world around you, and you
don't even need to hunt the monsters. You can just watch them in their natural environment. They eat, they wander around, they
sleep in their nests, you know, just that kinda stuff.

Now, you're probably saying that it's totally not fair to compare this low budget indie title to a big budget AAA game, but I
made the comparison, because Monster Hunter World doesn't tell you that you're allowed to do that. Its main selling point is the
boss rush gameplay loop that the franchise is famous for. The ecosystem is an unadvertised bonus.

If you're going to tell me that the world is an actual ecosystem, make it a MAIN SELLING POINT of your game, and then, say
that, for example, you can wipe out an entire area by killing the mother and getting rid of all the babies, then I don't wanna see
the game randomly respawn them after I've only been gone for 2 minutes! Let me feel like I'm making an impact on this world,
damn it!!

Maybe I'm missing something here, I don't know.

Now you may be wondering why this game is still recommended in spite of me constantly harping on it. Well chill, I'm getting
to the good parts now.

Simple put, this is one of the most creative games I have ever seen so far.

Like I said at the beginning of this review, this game is WEIRD. Like, your character is just some silhouette, and his entire
personality is dictated by what armor he's wearing. The weapons themselves are ALL unique, and none of them are
conventional. You have a typical sword, but it looks anything BUT typical. It looks more like some kind of shadow demon
monster blood sword. You get this little piranha plant looking claw weapon that you can actually fly forward short distances
while using, A sword attached to some... kinda... tentacle looking thing, A pickaxe that makes spikes where you slam it, a Magic
staff that does a short range lightning blast (well okay, that is admittedly pretty generic).
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I appreciate that the developers has committed himself to not just making a weird game, but going ALL THE WAY with it. The
enemies range from weird looking bug birds, or walking spike pine cone looking things, or giant mew mew cats, or even just
bouncing red balls! Did I mention this game is weird? Cause this game is f***ing weird!!!

This is one of those games where you have to just sit back, and realize what you're playing. Even the combat is kind unique in
that regard! Like I said, the combat is super rough, but I can totally see it working once you've adapted to it! Switching between
weapons, shooting from a distance with your weird helicopter cursor thingy, eating hearts of your enemies to gain new abilities,
WAIT WUT!?

Experimental games like this are my jam. I don't care how unpolished it is. You offered me a game like this for only 6 dollars.
I'd say this was more than worth that price point. I look forward to revisiting this game from time to time to see how polished
Corpse King can make this idea, and how far they can run with it.

Also, take a shot for every time I said weird. ;). I just purchased this game because of the deal. The UI is horrible, the server
won't let me download anything, I've been trying and haven't even gotten to a single map yet. If this is what I am to expect from
this game, then I will not be a player. I'll try a few more times, and if it works I'll update this review, but safe to say you have
lost me as a potential customer.. This was a great return to the original style of the games that made Tex Murphy great. The
engine is much more fluid and interactive but, beyond the mechanics of the game, the story is where the real charm is. Finally
we get a answer to what happened to Tex and Chelsee.

I'm Looking forward to the Poisoned Pawn :). Elon Musk is not the only one who can drive a car around in space.. This
materpiece (alongside Age of Mythology, Age of Empires, Etherlords, and Gothic 2) brings an immense surge of nostalgia
whenver I play it. I was only 7 when I first bought it. Nearly 12 years later, I found it on Steam.
Aside the fact the graphics are severely outdated and the compatibility with Win7 or newer versions is very thin, I still play it to
remember the old days. *sobs*
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